In Computer Vision tracking of moving object in a real life scene is considered as a very challenging problem. Many factors such as illumination of light, noise, occlusion, sudden start and stop of moving object, shading etc. are associated with the task of tracking an object in a real scene under dynamic background(varying background) as well as static background(fixed background). In this paper we present a new object tracking algorithm using Quantum particle swarm optimization (QPSO).QPSO essentially deals with the dominant points of an object to be tracked. The novelty of our approach is that QPSO with a set of dominant points as stated above can be successfully applied for object tracking with both variable background as well as static background. Thus a unified attempt has been made for object tracking in a real life scene. In our approach we first detect the dominants points of objects to be tracked, then a group of particles form a swarm are initialized randomly over the image search space. It start searching the curvature connected between two consecutive dominant points until they satisfy a fitness criterion. As the curvature moves and the curvature movement is tracked by the swarm throughout the video and eventually when the swarm reaches optimal solution, a bounding box drawn based on particles final position. Experimental results demonstrate that this proposed QPSO based method works efficiently and effectively for object tracking in both dynamic and static environments. A comparative study shows that QPSO based tracking algorithm, on an average, runs 90% faster than PSO based tracking algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object Tracking simply employs the idea of following an object as long as its movement can be captured by a camera in various environment like either camera is moving with the object(Variable Background) or Camera is static (Static Background). Moving object detection and tracking pose a challenge in real world scenario like surveillance system, traffic monitoring, vehicle navigation etc. We know there is considerable contribution towards object tracking using PSO in various ways, but there are significantly less work has been done in object tracking using Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization (QPSO).
In this paper we propose a new method for object tracking under different background scenario. The uniqueness of our algorithm lies on three factors, 1) use of Quantum Particle Swarm Optimization method. 2) use of Dominant points 3) a unified approach for tracking under static and variable background. The paper is organized as follows; Section II discusses basic QPSO algorithm, Section III deals with the proposed algorithm for tracking, Section IV gives experimental results and Section V finally draws conclusion.
II. QUANTUM PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
The major disadvantage of basic PSO based algorithm is convergence. It is not guaranteed that it will converge even after considerable number of iteration. There are many different approaches considered by different researchers like Hybrid PSO, Variable PSO, and GA-based PSO to tackle this issue. Quantum PSO is another search approach from a different angle which not only guarantees convergence but also assures its speediness over basic PSO.
In the quantum world the state of a particle is determined by its wave function Ψ(x,t) instead of position and velocity because according to Heisenberg's "Uncertainty Principal" we cannot determine position and velocity of a particle at the same time. We will calculate probability of particle position in x using probability density function |Ψ(x,t)| 2 . In Quantum time space framework the particle will move according to the following iteration introduced by Jun Sun et al [17] .
Where,
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In the formula (4) mBest is the current centre of all individual optimal location which is the mean best position of all the best position of the population. K , u , φ are random number distributed uniformly over the range [0,1]. β is the only different parameter which is not used in basic PSO and which is used in QPSO as Contraction -Expansion coefficient. It will be used to control convergence speed by tuning its value. N is the population size. pBest and gBest are same as basic PSO's PLB and PGB.
III. TRACKING BASED ON QPSO

A. General Idea
We begin our tracking process by calculating dominant points of object. As dominant points hold the highest curvature values of the object so selection of dominant points will definitely be a critical task. In our approach we consider a random number which will guide how many dominant points will be selected from the object body. For calculating dominant points we follow the approach of reference [18] [22] . After we find required number of dominant points we create a swarm of random particle. Those swarm will find its closest curvature that will be connected by two consecutive dominant points. Thus for tracking purpose those swarm will track their curvature as long as object moves. From frame to frame those dominant points are tracked by Lucas -Kanade (KLT) optical flow algorithm [25] . So every time a new frame appears old dominant points change their position and new position will be calculated by KLT method. This newly positioned curvatures will again be tracked by QPSO algorithm.
As we can see there are multiple curvatures of a single object body. And each one is tracked by an individual swarm. Thus there will be multiple swarm for object tracking. In each frame once the QPSO successfully finds all curvature connected by dominant points, we will create a bounding box around the moving object. For creation of that bounding box we do not follow any predefined bonding box algorithm rather we formulate our own algorithm which will suite our QPSO based method most.
B. Dominant Point Selection
On Dominant point detection we first perform contour tracking of the target object body to find the Chain Code. For that purpose we use Freeman Chain Code. Freeman Chain code gives us list of pixels around object body. Among those pixels we eliminate linear points, as those points does not provide us any significant curvature information. For elimination of linear points we follow the following rule -
Where Ci-1 is previous chain code value and Ci is current one on point Pi .
After excluding those linear points rest of the points are called breakpoints, which are candidates for dominant points. We have to consider region of supports of only those breakpoints. Now we need to calculate length of support of each breakpoints. Rather considering all breakpoints at once we group them as a group of 10 for Variable background and group of 5 for static background. The number of breakpoints in a group will be decided based on which background condition we consider for our tracking. Normally on variable background object's shape change fast. For that we need our curvature of the object body smaller such that more breakpoints are close to each other. That is why we chose large number of breakpoints, compare to static background as the object is more stable and we can use much longer curvature. So less number of breakpoints will suffice for dominant point calculation.
For each group of breakpoints we calculate k-Cosine values of each of them and apply following rule; Start with k =1 to form group. Increase the value of k by 1 until we reach all breakpoints in this group.
We chose dominant point as those points which are max k -Cosine values.
= max {cos( )}
C. Curvature tracking by QPSO What we assume as a curvature is the path between two consecutive dominant points. As we know dominant points are boundary points so curvature connecting two dominant points gives us the object boundary curve. Now using QPSO we are going to track that curvature.
I)
Curvature Computation -
In this paper we construct the curvature based on dominant points. Let consider two dominant points are D1 and D2 calculated using formula (7) . The curvature between this two points will be the curve joining this two points. In this paper we consider Euclidean Distances between this two points.
In Cartesian coordinate, D1 (X1,Y1) and D2(X2,Y2) are the two points in Euclidian space. The distance between this two points will be calculated based on Pythagorean formula as follows -
Though it is not exactly the curve connecting dominant points D1D2 , it serves the purpose of identifying approximate object boundary. As it is always acceptable if we can find exact curvature which is another research area of couture tracking, and which is not the main focus area in this paper.
II) Fitness Function -
Every PSO model is based on some cost function. Each particle of the swarm will compute that fitness function in each iteration to confirm whether they converge to the final solution or not. In this paper, our cost function is perpendicular distance of the particle i to the curvature under tracking.
(1) (1), we draw figure (2). There is a particle P1 and the curvature is line L1. We are computing the perpendicular distance from the point P1 to the line L1. As L1 passes through two dominant points D1(X1,Y1) and D2(X2,Y2) as the distance from the point P1(X0, Y0) is -
The denominator is the length between D1 and D2. The numerator of equation (9) is the twice the area of triangle with its vertices at 3 points D1, D2, P1. Every particle will compute this perpendicular distance with curvature and if the distance is in the acceptable range iteration stops else this procedure continues. We summaries algorithm for cost computation as follows -
III) Bounding Box formulation
To identify the tracked target object usually a rectangle bounded box is utilized. There are some pre-defined algorithm exist for that purpose, but here we design our own bounded box based on QPSO particle position which will best suite our target tracking. The main idea is whenever all particle in all swarm successfully converge for a particular image frame we find p number of particles which has smallest X -direction and smallest Y-Direction. Those particle are close to (0, 0) in our image space. This p value could be first 10 smallest particle, though entirely depends on application. But as per our experiment goes it will be effective if we take first [10 -20] smallest X, Y direction particles. Now take an average of those p-points, which will be our starting point for bounding box formation. Let consider that particle is q, = …………. In the above figure 2 the straight line going through P1 to P4 shows that we are taking average and point q is on the line. Now once we got the starting point (q) now we have to calculate length and breadth of the box. Length and re taking breadth will be calculated as follows - So as now we got all 3 parameters we can draw the box as -As q is the starting point calculated using formula (10) and once we got L and B from formula (11) and (12) we can construct the box as -
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The proposed algorithm for object tracking based on QPSO on different background is simulated by MatLab 2015a on a 64 bit PC with Intel i5 processor with 3 GHz speed. The image size of the frame 180 X 144. Static video is 20 sec duration whereas variable background is 13 sec duration. We first take frames from the video and store them in a separate location then we use each frame in our algorithm for tracking.
Static background
Our first experiment is on static background. And all right side figure shows when we draw a bounding box using our QPSO based algorithm.
In those above figures (3) we showed multiple swarm successfully track the person in frame sequence (a, c,e,g) and in frame sequence (b,d,f,h) we showed same person with bounding box. Consecutive figure shows as the person coming towards close to the camera our algorithm successfully track that person.
Variable Background
Now we apply our algorithm on a video where background is moving with object. Video is taken by a moving camera. In table I and II we briefly demonstrated the superiority of QPSO algorithm with respect to PSO algorithm for tracking of objects.
Static Background Environment
In table I we showed the performance of test runs on a static background environment where we use Railway walking man .avi file. 4rth column shows basic PSO run time when only Swarm particles are marked on images like (a,c,e,g) in figure-3 and next column shows same basic PSO run time when we formed a bounding box using our Bounding Box algorithm. Like (b,d,f,g) in the figure -3. Next onwards columns are QPSO particle and box run time and QPSO particle and box run time when we use "Parfor" command for parallel framework. The above table shows when basic PSO took almost 21 minutes to run, Quantum PSO took 19 min for particle mapping but took 34 sec for bounding box design. Now if we consider Quantum PSO in parallel, its performance close to basic PSO but number of iteration and Swarm sizes are very less. The reason behind this is the overhead incurred due to creation of 4 workers in parallel is greater than the computation inside the loop.
Dynamic Background Environment
Like Table I in table II we showed performance of our approach in dynamic background environment. We use Three people walking.avi .avi file. Basic PSO took almost 137 minutes to run, Quantum PSO took 14 min for bounding box design. QPSO-Parallel took 135 minutes to run.
Performance Comparison Graph
We showed two performance comparison graph based on above two example Railway walking man from static background and Three People Walking from Variable background in Figure-5 and Figure -6 .
Experimental Dataset
All the experimental dataset has been taken form benchmark library created by Wu, Member, IEEE, Jongwoo Lim, Member,IEEE, and Ming-Hsuan Yang, Senior Member, IEEE [1] work which will be available on http://pami.visual-tracking.ne Here in this paper we propose a novel approach for object tracking by QPSO on both static and dynamic environment. The basic mechanism of this algorithm is introduced and the effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated by various experimental results. As we stated earlier that the uniqueness of this method is -1. Successful application of Dominant points for tracking purpose.
2. And a unified approach for applying the same algorithm in both the environments.
3. We achieve 90% faster results by applying QPSO approach compare to basic PSO. We still can improve this method on various fine tuning grounds. They are like i) We can fine tune QPSO parameters like φ , β , u , k, mBest. A more careful investigation will give us more accurate boundary tracking as well as bounding box designing.
ii) For curvature designing, we are initially assume our curvature as a Euclidean Distance or considering a straight line. Rather considering this if we fit B-Spline like curve which can give us better accuracy in curvature representation. Thus we can obtain more accurate boundary tracking.
Our experimental result show how effectively the propose QPSO algorithm track objects throughout the video frames.
